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Abstract. Constraint-based recommenders support customers in
identifying relevant items from complex item assortments. In this paper we present a constraint-based environment already deployed in
real-world scenarios that supports knowledge acquisition for recommender applications in a MediaWiki-based context. This technology
provides the opportunity do directly integrate informal Wiki content
with complementary formalized recommendation knowledge which
makes information retrieval for users (readers) easier and less timeconsuming. The user interface supports recommender development
on the basis of intelligent debugging and redundancy detection. The
results of a user study show the need of automated debugging and
redundancy detection even for small-sized knowledge bases.
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Introduction

Constraint-based recommenders support the identification of relevant
items from large and often complex assortments on the basis of an explicitly defined set of recommendation rules [3]. Example item domains are digital cameras and financial services [5, 8, 9]. For a long
period of time the engineering of recommender knowledge bases (for
constraint-based recommenders) required that knowledge engineers
are technical experts (in the majority of the cases computer scientists) with the needed technical capabilities [14]. Developments in
the field moved one step further and provided graphical engineering
environments [5], which improve the accessibility and maintainability of recommender knowledge bases. However, users still have to
deal with additional tools and technologies which is in many cases a
reason for not applying constraint-based environments.
Similar to the idea of Wikipedia to allow user communities to develop and maintain Wiki pages in a cooperative fashion, we introduce the W EE V IS2 environment, which supports the communitybased development of constraint-based recommender applications
within a Wiki environment. W EE V IS has been implemented on the
basis of MediaWiki3 , which is an established standard Wiki platform.
Compared to other types of recommender systems such as collaborative filtering [19] and content-based filtering [25], constraint-based
recommender systems are based on an underlying recommendation
knowledge base, i.e., recommendation knowledge is defined explicitly. W EE V IS is already applied by four Austrian universities (within
the scope of recommender systems courses) and two companies for
the purpose of prototyping recommender applications in the financial
services domain.
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The user interface of the W EE V IS environment provides intelligent mechanisms that help to make development and maintenance operations easier. Based on model-based diagnosis techniques
[12, 17, 26], the environment supports users in the following situations: (1) if no solution could be found for a set of user requirements,
the system proposes repair actions that help to find a way out from
the ”no solution could be found” dilemma; (2) if the constraints in
the recommender knowledge base are inconsistent with a set of test
cases (situation detected within the scope of regression testing of the
knowledge base), those constraints are shown to the users (knowledge engineers) who are responsible for the faulty behavior of the
knowledge base; (3) if the recommender knowledge base includes
redundant constraints, i.e., constraints that – if removed from the
knowledge base – logically follow from the remaining constraints,
these constraints are also determined in an automated fashion and
shown to knowledge engineers.
The major contributions of this paper are the following. (1) on the
basis of a working example from the domain of financial services,
we provide an overview of the diagnosis and redundancy detection
techniques integrated in the W EE V IS environment. (2) we report the
results of an empirical study which analyzed the usability of W EE V IS functionalities.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2 we discuss related work. In Section 3 we present an overview of
the recommendation environment W EE V IS and discuss the included
knowledge engineering support mechanisms. In Section 4 we present
results of an empirical study that show the need of intelligent diagnosis and redundancy detection support. In Section 5 we discuss issues
for future work, with Section 6 we conclude the paper.

2

Related Work

Based on original static Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) represenations [15, 20, 29], many different types of constraint-based
knowledge representations have been developed. Mittal and Falkenhainer [22] introduced dynamic constraint satisfaction problems
where variables have an activity status and only active variables
are taken into account by the search process. Stumptner et al. [28]
introduced the concept of generative constraint satisfaction where
variables can be generated on demand within the scope of solution
search. Compared to existing work, W EE V IS supports the solving of
static CSPs on the basis of conjunctive queries where each solution
corresponds to a result of querying a relational database. Additionally, W EE V IS includes diagnosis functionalities that help to automatically determine repair proposals in situations where no solution
could be found [12].

A graphical recommender development environment for single
users is introduced in [5]. This Java-based environment supports the
development of constraint-based recommender applications for online selling platforms. Compared to Felfernig et al. [5], W EE V IS
provides a wiki-based user interface that allows user communities to
develop recommender applications. Furthermore, W EE V IS includes
efficient diagnosis [12] and redundancy detection [13] mechanisms
that allow the support of interactive knowledge base development.
A Semantic Wiki-based approach to knowledge acquisition for
collaborative ontology development is introduced in [2]. Compared
to Baumeister et al. [2], W EE V IS is based on a recommendation domain specific knowledge representation (in contrast to ontology representation languages) which makes the definition of domain knowledge more accessible also for domain experts. Furthermore, W EE V IS includes intelligent debugging and redundancy detection mechanisms which make development and maintenance operations more
efficient. We want to emphasize that intended redundancies can exist, for example, for the purpose of better understandability of the
knowledge base. If such constraints are part of a knowledge base,
these should be left out from the redundancy detection process.
A first approach to a conflict-directed search for hitting sets in inconsistent CSP definitions was introduced by Bakker et al. [1]. In
this work, minimal sets of faulty constraints in inconsistent CSP definitions were identified on the basis of the concepts of model-based
diagnosis [26]. In the line of Bakker et al. [1], Felfernig et al. [4]
introduced concepts that allow the exploitation of the concepts of
model-based diagnosis in the context of knowledge base testing and
debugging. Compared to earlier work [4, 24], W EE V IS provides an
environment for development, testing, debugging, and application of
recommender systems. With regard to diagnosis techniques, W EE V IS is based on more efficient debugging and redundancy detection
techniques that make the environment applicable in interactive settings [12, 16, 21].

3

The W EE V IS Environment

In it’s current version, W EE V IS supports scenarios where user requirements can be defined in terms of functional requirements [23].
The corresponding recommendations (solutions) are retrieved from
a predefined set of alternatives (also denoted as item set or product
catalog). Requirements are checked with regard to their consistency
with the underlying item set (consistency is given if at least one solution could be identified). If no solution could be found, W EE V IS
repair alternatives are determined on the basis of direct diagnosis algorithms [12]. This way, W EE V IS does not only support item selection but also consistency maintenance processes on the basis of
intelligent repair mechanisms [6].
W EE V IS is based on the idea that a community of users cooperatively contributes to the development of a recommender knowledge base. The environment supports knowledge acquisition processes on the basis of tags that can be used for defining and testing recommendation knowledge bases. Using W EE V IS, standard
Wikipedia pages can be extended with recommendation knowledge
that helps to represent domain knowledge in a more accessible and
understandable fashion. The same principles used for the developing
Wikipedia pages can also be used for the development and maintenance of recommender knowledge bases, i.e., in the read mode recommenders can be executed and in the view source mode recommendation knowledge can be defined and adapted. This way, rapid prototyping processes can be supported in an intuitive fashion (changes

to the knowledge can be immediately experienced by switching from
the view source to the read mode). In the read mode, knowledge
bases can as well be tested and in the case of inconsistencies (some
test cases were not fulfilled within the scope of regression testing)
corresponding diagnoses are shown to the user.

3.1

Overview

The website www.weevis.org provides a selection of different recommender applications (full list, list of most popular recommenders,
and recommenders that have been defined previously) that can be
tested and extended. Most of these applications have been developed
within the scope of university courses on recommender systems (conducted at four Austrian universities). W EE V IS recommenders can be
integrated seamlessly into standard Wiki pages, i.e., informally defined knowledge can be complemented or even substituted with formal definitions.
In the following we will present the concepts integrated in the
W EE V IS environment on the basis of a working example from the
domain of financial services. In such a recommendation scenario,
a user has to specify his/her requirements regarding, for example,
the expected capital guarantee level of the financial product or the
amount of money he or she wants to invest. A corresponding W EE V IS user interface is depicted in Figure 1 where requirements are
specified on the left hand side and the corresponding recommendations are displayed in the right hand side.
Each recommendation (item) has a corresponding support value
that indicates the share of requirements that are currently supported
by the item. A support value of 100% indicates that each requirement
is satisfied by the corresponding item. If the support value is below
100%, corresponding repair alternatives are shown to the user, i.e.,
alternative answers to questions that guarantee the recommendation
of at least one item (with 100% support).
Since W EE V IS is a MediaWiki-based environment, the definition
of a recommender knowledge base is supported in a textual fashion
on the basis of a syntax similar to MediaWiki. An example of the definition of a (simplified) financial services recommender knowledge
base is depicted in Figure 2. Basic syntactical elements provided in
W EE V IS will be introduced in the next subsection.

3.2

W EE V IS Syntax

Constraint-based recommendation requires the explicit definition of
questions and possible answers, items and their properties, and constraints (see Figure 2).
In W EE V IS the tag &QUESTIONS enumerates the set of user requirements where, for example, pension specifies whether the user
wants a financial product to support his private pension plan [yes, no]
and maxinvestment specifies the amout of money the user wants to
invest. Furthermore, payment represents the frequency in which the
payment should be done [once, periodical], payout specifies the frequency the customer gets a payout from the financial product (out of
[once,monthly]), and guarantee the expected capital guarantee [low,
high].
An item assortment can be specified in W EE V IS using the
&PRODUCTS tag (see Figure 2). In our example, the item (product) assortment is specified by values related to the attributes name;
guaranteep, the capital guarantee the product provides; payoutp, the
payout frequency of the product; mininvestp the minimal amount of

Figure 1. A simple financial service recommender (W EE V IS read mode).

money for the financial service. Three items are specified: SecureFin,
BonusFin, and DynamicFin.
Incompatibility constraints describe incompatible combinations of
requirements. Using the &INCOMPATIBLE keyword, we are able to
describe an incompatibility between the variables pension and guarantee. For example, financial services with low guarantee must not be
recommended to users interested in a product that supports their private pension plan. Filter constraints describe relationships between
requirements and items, for example, maxinvest ≥ mininvestp, i.e.,
the amount of money the user is willing to invest must exceed the
minimal payment necessary for the financial product.
In addition the recommendation knowledge base itself, W EE V IS
supports the specification of test cases that can be used for the purposes of regression testing (see also Section 3.4). After changes to
the knowledge base, regression tests can be triggered by setting the
—show— tag, that specifies whether the recommender system user
interface should show the status of the test case (satisfied or not).

3.3

Recommender Knowledge Base

Recommendation knowledge can be represented as a CSP [20] with
the variables V (V = U ∪ P ) and the constraints C = COM P ∪
P ROD ∪ F ILT where ui ∈ U are variables describing possible
user requirements (e.g., pension) and pi ∈ P are describing item
properties (e.g., payoutp). Furthermore, COM P represents incompatibility constraints of the form ¬X ∨ ¬Y , P ROD the products
with their attributes in disjunctive normal form (each product is described as a conjunction of individual product properties), and F ILT
the given filter constraints of the form X → Y .
The knowledge base specified in Figure 2 can be translated into
a corresponding CSP where &QUESTIONS represents U , &PRODUCTS represents P and P ROD, and &CONSTRAINTS represents

COM P and F ILT . On the basis of such a definition, W EE V IS is
able to calculate recommendations that take into account a specified
set of requirements. Such requirements are represented as unary constraints (in our case R = {r1 , r2 , ..., rk }).
If requirements ri ∈ R are inconsistent with the constraints in
C, we are interested in a subset of these requirements that should
be adapted in order to be able to restore consistency. On a formal
level we define a requirements diagnosis task and a corresponding
diagnosis (see Definition 1).
Definition 1 (Requirements Diagnosis Task). Given a set of requirements R and a set of constraints C (the recommendation knowledge base), the requirements diagnosis task is to identify a minimal
set ∆ of constraints (the diagnosis) that has to be removed from R
such that R − ∆ ∪ C is consistent.
An example of a set of requirements inconsistent with the defined
recommendation knowledge is R = {r1 : pension = yes, r2 :
maxinvest = 13500, r3 : payment = periodical, r4 : payout =
once, r5 : guarantee = high}. The recommendation knowledge
base induces two minimal conflict sets (CS) [18] in R which are
CS1 : {r1 , r5 } and CS2 : {r1 , r4 }. For these conflict sets we have
two diagnoses: ∆1 : {r4 , r5 } and ∆2 : {r1 }. The pragmatics, for
example, of ∆1 is that at least r4 and r5 have to be adapted in order
to be able to find a solution. How to determine such diagnoses on the
basis of a HSDAG (hitting set directed acyclic graph) is shown, for
example, in [4].
In interactive settings, where diagnoses should be determined in
an efficient fashion [12], hitting set based approaches tend to become
too inefficient. The reason for this is that conflict sets [18] have to be
determined as an input for the diagnosis process. This was the major motivation for developing and integrating FAST D IAG [12] into
the W EE V IS environment. Analogous to Q UICK XP LAIN [18], this
algorithm is based on a divide-and-conquer based approach that en-

Figure 2. Financial services knowledge base (view source (edit) mode).

ables the determination of minimal diagnoses without the determination of conflict sets. A minimal diagnosis ∆ can be used as basis
for determining repair actions, i.e., concrete measures to change user
requirements in R such that the resulting R0 is consistent with C.

3.4

Diagnosis and Repair of Requirements

Definition 2 (Repair Task). Given a set of requirements R =
{r1 , r2 , ..., rk } inconsistent with the constraints in C and a corresponding diagnosis ∆ ⊆ R (∆ = {rl , ..., ro }), the corresponding
repair task is to determine an adaption A = {rl0 , ..., ro0 } such that
R − ∆ ∪ A is consistent with C.
In W EE V IS, repair actions are determined conform to Definition
2. For each diagnosis ∆ determined by FAST D IAG (currently, the
first n=3 leading diagnoses are determined), the corresponding solution search for R − ∆ ∪ C returns a set of alternative repair actions
(represented as adaptation A). In the following, all products that satisfy R − ∆ ∪ A are shown to the user (see the right hand side of
Figure 1).
Diagnosis determination in FAST D IAG is based on a total lexicographical ordering of the customer requirements [12]. This ordering
is derived from the order in which a user has entered his/her requirements. For example, if r1 : pension = yes has been entered before
r4 : payout = once and r5 : guarantee = high then the underlying assumption is that r4 and r5 are of lower importance for the user

and thus have a higher probability of being part of a diagnosis. In our
working example ∆1 = {r4 , r5 }. The corresponding repair actions
(solutions for R − ∆1 ∪ C) is A = {r40 : payout = monthly, r50 :
guarantee = low}, i.e., {r1 , r2 , r3 , r4 , r5 } − {r4 , r5 } ∪ {r40 , r50 } is
consistent. The item that satisfies R − ∆1 ∪ A is {DynamicF in}
(see in Figure 2). The identified items (p) are ranked according to
their support value (see Formula 1).
support(p) =

3.5

#adaptions in A
#requirements in R

(1)

Regression Testing

W EE V IS supports regression testing processes by the definition and
execution of (positive) test cases which specify the intended behavior
of the knowledge base. If some of the test cases are not accepted by
the knowledge base (are inconsistent with the knowledge base), the
causes of this unintended behavior have to be identified. On a formal
level a recommender knowledge base (RKB) diagnosis task can be
defined as follows (see Definition 3).
Definition 3 (RKB Diagnosis Task). Given a set C (recommender
knowledge base) and a set T = {t1 , t2 , ..., tq } of test cases ti , the diagnosis task is to identify a minimal set ∆ of constraints (the diagnosis) that have to be removed from C such that ∀ti ∈ T : C −∆∪{ti }
is consistent.

Figure 3.

W EE V IS maintenance support: diagnosis and redundancy detection.

An example test case inducing an inconsistency with C is t :
pension = yes and guarantee = high and payout = once
(see Figure 2). In this context, t induces two conflicts in C which
are CS1 : ¬(pension = yes ∧ guarantee = high) and CS2 :
¬(pension = yes ∧ payout = once). In order to make C consistent with t, both incompatibility constraints have to be deleted from
C, i.e., are part of the diagnosis ∆ (see Figure 3).
In contrast to the hitting set based approach [4], W EE V IS includes
a FAST D IAG based approach for knowledge base debugging which
is more efficient and can therefore be applied in interactive settings
[12]. In this context, diagnoses are searched in C (the test cases used
for regression testing are assumed to be correct). In the case of requirements diagnosis, the total ordering of the requirements is related
to user preferences. In the case of knowledge base diagnosis [4, 16],
the ordering is currently derived from the ordering of the constraints
in the knowledge base.

3.6

Identifying Redundancies

To support users in identifying redundant constraints in recommender knowledge bases, the C ORE D IAG [13] algorithm has been
integrated into the W EE V IS environment. C ORE D IAG relies on
Q UICK XP LAIN [18] and is used for the determination of minimal
cores (minimal non-redundant constraint sets). On a formal level a
recommendation knowledge base (RKB) redundancy detection task
can be defined as follows (see Definition 4).
Definition 4 (RKB Redundancy Detection Task). Let ca be a constraint of C (the recommendation knowledge base) and C the logical
negation (the complement or inversion) of C. Redundancy can be analyzed by checking C − {ca } ∪ C for consistency - if consistency
is given, ca is non-redundant. If this condition is not fulfilled, ca is
said to be redundant. By iterating over each constraint of C, executing the non-redundancy check C − {ca } ∪ C, and deleting redundant
constraints from C results in a set of non-redundant constraints (the
minimal core).
As an example, the knowledge base shown in Figure 2 contains

redundancies. Consequently, the corresponding set of constraints C
does not represent a minimal core. Taking a closer look at the knowledge base it appears that two individual filter constraints are redundant with each other. More precisely, either the constraint &IF guarantee? = high &THEN guaranteep = high or the constraint &IF
guarantee? = high &THEN guaranteep <> low can be removed
from the knowledge base (in our example, the latter is proposed as
redundant by C ORE D IAG – see Figure 3). In the general case, higher
cardinality constraint sets can be removed, not only cardinality-1 sets
as in our example [13].
Similar to the diagnosis of inconsistent requirements the C ORE D IAG algorithm is based on the principle of divide-and-conquer:
whenever a set S which is a subset of C is inconsistent with C, it
is or contains a minimal core, i.e., a set of constraints which preserve the semantics of C. C ORE D IAG is based on the principle of
Q UICK XP LAIN [18]. As a consequence a minimal core (minimal set
of constraints that preserve the semantics of C ) can be interpreted as
a minimal conflict, i.e., a minimal set of constraints that are inconsistent with C. Based on the assumption of a strict lexicographical
ordering [12] of the constraints in C, C ORE D IAG determines preferred minimal cores.

4
4.1

Empirical Study
Study Design

We conducted an experiment to highlight potential reductions of development and maintenance efforts facilitated by the W EE V IS debugging and redundancy detection support. For this study we defined
four knowledge bases that differed with regard to the number of constraints, variables, faulty constraints, and redundancies (see Table 1).
Based on these example knowledge bases, the participants had to find
solutions for the following two types of tasks:
1. Diagnosis task: The participants had to answer the question which
minimal set ∆ of faulty constraints has to be removed from C
(C = COM P ∪F ILT ) such that there exists at least one solution
for ( (C − ∆) ∪ P ROD).

2. Redundancy detection task: The participants had to answer the
question which constraints in C = COM P ∪ F ILT are redundant (if C − {ca } ∪ C is inconsistent then the constraint ca is
redundant).
knowledge base

kb1 (redundant)
kb2 (inconsistent)
kb3 (redundant)
kb4 (inconsistent)

number of constraints
/variables /faulty
constraints /test cases
/redundancies
5/5/0/0/2
5/5/1/2/0
10/10/0/0/4
10/10/2/4/0

Table 1. Knowledge bases used in the empirical study.

The participants (subjects N=20) of our experiment were separated
into two groups (groups A and B). All subjects were students of Computer Science (20% female, 80% male) who successfully completed
a course on constraint technologies and recommender systems. Each
subject had to complete the assigned tasks on his/her own on a sheet
of paper and they had to track the time for each task. In our experiment we randomly assigned the participants to one of the two test
groups shown in Table 2. This way we were able to compare the time
efforts of identifying faulty constraints and redundancies in knowledge bases as well as to estimate error rates related to the given tasks.
testgroup
A (n = 10)
B (n = 10)

1st knowledge
base
kb1 (redundancy detection)
kb2 (diagnosis)

Table 3.

The first goal of our experiment was to analyze time efforts and error rates related to the identification of faulty constraints in recommender knowledge bases. The first hypothesis tested in our experiment was the following:
Hypothesis 1: Even low-complexity knowledge bases
trigger the identification of faulty diagnoses (note that all
knowledge bases used in the experiment can be interpreted
as low-complexity knowledge bases [13]).
The average time effort for identifying minimal diagnoses in
knowledge base kb2 was 281.3 seconds, the average time needed to
identify diagnoses in kb4 was 497.5 seconds. The results show a significantly higher error rate when the participants had to identify the
faulty constraints in the more complex knowledge base (see Table 3).
Hypothesis 1 can be confirmed by the results in Table 3 that show that
even simple knowledge bases trigger high error rates and increasing
time efforts. With the automated diagnosis detection mechanisms integrated in W EE V IS, reductions of related error rates and time efforts
can be expected.

281.3
50.0
50.0

497.5
10.0
90.0

Time efforts and error rates related to the completion of diagnosis
tasks.

average time (sec.)
correct (%)
incorrect (%)

kb4 (diagnosis)
kb3 (redundancy detection)

Study Results

groupA
(kb4 )

The second goal of our experiment was to analyze time efforts
and error rates related to the identification of redundant constraints
in recommender knowledge bases. The second hypothesis tested in
our experiment was the following:
Hypothesis 2: Even low-complexity knowledge bases
trigger the faulty identification of redundant constraints.
The average time for identifying redundant constraints in knowledge base kb1 was 189.2 seconds, for kb3 337.4 seconds were
needed. The results show a significantly higher error rate when the
participants had to identify redundant constraints in the more complex knowledge base (see Table 4). Hypothesis 2 can be confirmed
since even for low complexity knowledge bases error rates related to
redundancy detection tasks are high. With the automated redundancy
detection mechanisms integrated in W EE V IS, reductions of related
error rates and time efforts can be expected.

2nd knowledge
base

Table 2. Each subject had to complete one diagnosis and one redundancy
detection task. Members of group A had a redundancy detection task of
lower complexity and a higher complexity diagnosis detection task
(randomized order). Vice-versa members of group B had to solve a higher
complexity redundancy detection and a lower complexity diagnosis task.

4.2

average time (sec.)
correct (%)
incorrect (%)

groupB
(kb2 )

groupA
(kb1 )

groupB
(kb3 )

189.2
40.0
60.0

337.4
0.0
100.0

Table 4. Time efforts and error rates related to the completion of
redundancy detection tasks.

5

Future Work

There are a couple of issues for future work. The current W EE V IS version does not include functionalities that allow the learning/prediction of user preferences. The importance of individual user
requirements is based on the assumption that the earlier a requirement has been specified the more important it is. In future versions
we want to make the modeling of preferences more intelligent by integrating, for example, learning mechanisms that derive requirements
importance distributions on the basis of analyzing already completed
recommendation sessions.
Diagnoses and redundancies are currently implemented on the
level of constraints, i.e., intra-constraint diagnoses and redundancies
are not supported. In future W EE V IS versions we want to integrate
fine-granular analysis methods that will help to make analysis and
repair of constraints even more efficient. A major research challenge
in this context is to integrate intelligent mechanisms for diagnosis
discrimination [27] since in many scenarios quite a huge number
of alternative diagnoses exists. In such scenarios it is important for
knowledge engineers to receive recommendations of diagnoses that
are reasonable. This challenge has already been tackled in the context
of diagnosing inconsistent user requirements (see, e.g., [6]), however,
heuristics with high prediction quality for knowledge bases have not
been developed up to now [10, 11].

A major issue for future work is to integrate alternative mechanisms for knowledge base development and maintenance. The
knowledge engineer centered approach to knowledge base construction leads to scalability problems in the long run, i.e., knowledge
engineers are not able to keep up with the speed of knowledge base
related change and extension requests. An alternative approach to
knowledge base development and maintenance is the inclusion of
concepts of Human Computation [7, 30] which allow a more deep
integration of domain experts into knowledge engineering processes
on the basis of simple micro tasks. Resulting micro contributions can
be automatically integrated into constraints part of the recommendation knowledge base.
Finally, we are interested in a better understanding of the key factors that make knowledge bases understandable. More insights and
answers related to this question will help us to better identify problematic areas in a knowledge base which could cause maintenance
efforts above average. A first step in this context will be to analyze
existing practices in knowledge base development and maintenance
with the goal to figure out major reasons for the knowledge acquisition bottleneck and how this can be avoided in the future.

6

Conclusion

In this paper we presented W EE V IS which is an open constraintbased recommendation environment. By exploiting the advantages
of Mediawiki, W EE V IS provides an intuitive basis for the development and maintenance of constraint-based recommender applications. W EE V IS is already applied by four Austrian universities
within the scope of recommender systems courses and also applied
by companies for the purpose of prototyping recommender applications. The results of our empirical study indicate the potential of
reductions of error rates and time efforts related to diagnosis and redundancy detection. In industrial scenarios, W EE V IS can improve
the quality of knowledge representations, for example, documentations can at least partially be formalized which makes knowledge
more accessible – instead of reading a complete documentation, the
required knowledge chucks can be identified easier.
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